
Botnet found on

thousands of hosts 

other cybersecurity

tools missed

Situation

As one of the ten largest financial institutions processing
trillions of transactions worldwide, our customer presented a
high-value target to cybercriminals. Even with significant
investment in multiple prevention tools, a comprehensive
security operations program, and additional cyber analytics
tools, they were concerned those tools could not identify
unknown threats. 

Sophisticated, targeted threats pose

significant risk to the financial institution.

Solution

After an extensive evaluation of several analytics platforms,
the institution chose to add Cybraics’ nLighten to its security
operations. nLighten quickly analyzed hundreds of terabytes
of data from multiple sources and immediately identified and
highlighted several anomalies undetected by their current
tools — without the need for additional hardware, software, or
data collectors. Advanced analytics identified and correlated
additional anomalies that, when combined, indicated an
advanced adversary operating within their network. Further
investigation confirmed the presence of a widespread botnet
that was actively communicating with command and control.

Add automation and ML & AI-based

analysis to identify undetected anomalies.

Success

The threat was traced back to a handful of
external hosts from the US, China and
Germany not yet on any blacklists. Malware
was located and removed from nearly
20,000 hosts, stopping the adversary from
gaining access to the personal and financial
information of hundreds of millions of
people, which would have been catastrophic
for the institution and their customers.

Data of hundreds of millions of

customers protected. 

While we had a slew of what we thought were
sophisticated tools in place, none were able to
properly identify the botnet that was quietly
infiltrating our environment. With the nLighten
platform and assisted investigation, we were
able to save ourselves from what could have
been a detrimental attack and major news
headline.

Filter out the noise with nLighten™ — the fully autonomous SIEM and MDR

platform that turns scattered data into powerful, actionable insights
Visit Cybraics.com to  Schedule a Demo


